Holt Cabinet handles

Description
Holt oak cabinet handles.

Performance
• Suitable for interior applications
  (Also available for external applications on request).
• Unifying super circular design with sculptured grip underneath.
• Warm to the touch.
• Lacquered finish that is easy to clean and maintain.
• Bolt through fixings.
• Between 35% and 62% lower embodied energy than comparable stainless steel products (dependent on length).

Production and Materials
The Holt cabinet handle is crafted in the UK from FSC accredited oak and then precision finished with 5% matt interior lacquer. Durable steel components are inserted into the cabinet handles to provide the base strength for the bolt through fixings.

Reference Code
HO2581 Holt cabinet handle
80mm long with bolt through fixings.

HO2582 Holt cabinet handle
200mm long with bolt through fixings.

HO2583 Holt cabinet handle
400mm long with bolt through fixings.